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Abstract
The landmark discovery of moonlighting proteins embarks the significant
progress in understanding the biological complexity and their closed-circuit
analysis. The growing continuum in the variety of moonlighting functions
paved the way for further elucidation of structural-functional aspects of protein evolution and design of proteins with novel functions. Currently, the
moonlighting functions in various adhesive properties of surface layer proteins, an essential component of cell surface architecture of archaea and all
phylogenetic groups of eubacteria become more prominently recognized. The
remarkable credentials of surface layer proteins to self-assemble into supramolecular structures at nano-scale dimension have been exploited for the
production of smart biomaterials in the form of biomimetics has been thrust
area of research. The finely tuned topological features in terms of shape, size,
geometry and surface chemistry of surface layer proteins are crucial for the
production of biomimetics. The current developments of biomimetic lipid
bilayers and composite membranes find applicability in understanding the
functional dynamism of evolutionary relationship of bacterial cell envelopes
and vaccine development, drug development and drug delivery. Though the
development of biomimetics embraces fascination but faces with technological challenges. The plethora of literature has been available for the moonlighting aspects and nano-technological applications separately but none of
the review describes towards the rhythmic transition from moonlighting
functions of surface layer proteins of bacteria to biomimetics development
and applications. Therefore, this review describes certain basic aspects of
moonlighting functions and their mechanism of action, surface layer proteins
and their moonlighting functions of commensal bacteria and their transition
towards biomimetics. The recent developments of biomimetics based on surface layer proteins have been summarized and also posited different chal-
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lenges and future prospects.
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1. Introduction
The remarkable coordination of the cellular activities is manifested by the synergistic interaction between the macromolecules that makes the cells as highly organized network. Currently, the simplicity of Beadle and Tatum hypothesis of
one gene codes for one protein that attains single functionality [1] has been
overruled by envisaging two or more different functions encoded by single polypeptide chain. This remarkable phenomenon of adding cellular complexity and
providing beneficial effects to the cell has been termed as “Moonlighting” described by Wistow and Piatigorsky in the era of 1980s [2]. The property of
moonlighting doesn’t imply for the fusion of genes transcribed to the proteins
having multifunctionality, variants of splicing phenomenon or fragmentation of
proteins attaining different functions due to proteolysis reaction [3] [4]. Various
research studies supported that majority of the proteins have been found to perform multiple functions in living systems including animals, plants, prokaryotes
[5]. The vast diversity has been visualized in the types of moonlighting proteins
that includes receptors, transcription factors, glycolytic and metabolic enzymes,
scaffolds, molecular chaperones and adhesins [6]. Apart from the variation in
types of moonlighting proteins, considerable diversity has been envisaged in
cellular location (such as nucleus, cytoplasm, and plasma membrane) and cell
types even species level for the expression of moonlighting proteins [7]. The
number of moonlighting proteins has been continuously growing and the phenomenon is not considered as an oddity because the multifunctionality of
moonlighting proteins are an orchestral program by which the complexity of
cells has been appropriately justified [8].
Among the wide arena of biomolecules, proteins recognized as “the most versatile class of biomolecules”, surface layer proteins are the preliminary site of interaction of the cell with the outer environment and represented themselves as
omnifarious functionality in-terms of cellular interactivity, structural framework, signal reception and mediator for understanding the evolutionary relationship [9] [10]. The surface layer proteins of pathogenic bacteria also show virulent properties but moonlighting of surface layer proteins of non-pathogenic
strains retains its fascination due to the appealing property of self-assembly on
various surfaces as well as interfaces performing evolutionarily finely-tuned
functions [11]. The scarcity of the biopolymers having the property of
self-assembly in an organized manner leads to a great interest in the surface
DOI: 10.4236/abb.2018.98023
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layer proteins for the supra-molecular engineering [12] [13]. These proteins
serve as latest conduits for the integration of these proteins with non-living system for the creation of biomimetic platform for the potential applications in
material science and biotechnology [14]. Though the concept of moonlighting
proteins becomes arisen from gram positive virulent bacteria in which these
proteins performed virulence associated functions. Therefore, initial studies
were correlated with their importance in pathogenesis related factors but with
the advent of technological interventions moonlighting proteins have also been
identified in gram-negative and commensal bacteria [15] [16]. The comprehensive understanding of structural, genetic and biochemical factors of surface layer
proteins paved the way from conceptual science to translational applications and
represented as an excellent example of biology-chemistry interface that can be
considered as “New Horizon to Lead” [10]. Till date, for the development of
biomimetic platform, the bacterial surface layer proteins have been explicitly utilized [17]. Therefore, the present review focused on the current understanding of
moonlighting functions of surface layer proteins in different non-pathogenic
bacteria and their technological functions in development of biomimetics. The
review also posits the current bottlenecks and future directions for this research.

2. Conceptual Aspects of Surface Layer Proteins
Surface-layer (S-layer) proteins are the most abundant bacterial proteins and
represents the outermost covering of majority of eubacteria and all archaea with
unit cell size (3 to 30 nm) and thicknesses of approximately 10 nm [18]. Owing
to their location at cell surface, these proteins perform multitasking in terms of
imparting the structural framework, tool for understanding the mechanism of
evolutionary relationship, as a vehicle for the effective transport and synthesis,
protection from the infectious pathogens in commensal bacteria [19]. The pictorial representation of the location of surface layer proteins in Archaebacteria
and Eubacteria are depicted in Figure 1. The analysis of high performance analytical methodologies revealed that the overall thickness of surface layer has been
observed from 5 to 25 nm thick and represented themselves as smooth towards
outer surface and corrugated towards inner surface while a pillar like protrusions are present towards the inner surface in archaeal S-layer lattice [20]. The
crystalline nature of these proteins revealed different symmetrical patterns including oblique (p 1, p 2), hexagonal (p 3, p 6) or tetragonal (p 4) that leads to
different morphological units of surface layer proteins from monomeric to
hexameric [21] [22]. The elucidation of biochemical properties demonstrated
that these proteins are stable towards extreme pH environments, fluctuating
temperature range, radiations, proteolytic enzymes, detergents and high pressure
[23]. Therefore, it was concluded that surface layer proteins confer varied canonical role but significant protective role against hostile factors can be associated
with moonlighting properties [24]. The magnificent properties of self-assembly
DOI: 10.4236/abb.2018.98023
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Figure 1. Representation of Surface layer proteins in the cell envelopes of Prokaryotes including Archaebacteria and Eubacteria
[10] [19] [20] [21] (S-Layer in archaea have (glycol) protein lattices as a major cell component with mushroom—like subunits
with pillar like, hydrophobic trans-membrane domains (a) with lipid modified glycoprotein subunits; (b) S-layer consisting glycoproteins having both types of membrane anchoring mechanisms; (c) Archaea having a rigid wall layer composed of Pseudomurein. In gram positive bacteria d) the S-layer glycoproteins are bound to the rigid peptidoglycan containing layer via secondary cell
wall polymers (SCWP’S). In Gram-negative bacteria (e) the surface layer is closely associated with the lipopolysaccharide of the
outer membrane).

of these proteins laid a foundation for designing of three-dimensional nanoscale
systems for the engineering of biomaterials for further technological modifications [25].

3. Mechanisms of Moonlighting Functions
The intricate functioning of moonlighting proteins are quite varied in-terms of
cellular location and type and oligomeric state of the protein, cellular concentration of a ligand, cofactor and substrate or other perturbations [26]. Research
studies confirmed that the different parts of the same proteins or alternatively
attaining the different confirmations or partially overlapping of some parts of
proteins are responsible for their canonical and moonlighting functions. The
moonlighting functions are achieved by using different combination of the
above described methods [25] [27] and represented in Figure 2. The overall impact of moonlighting functions can be envisaged in different level of living organization i.e. from molecular level to organismal. The different hierarchal level
of mechanism of moonlighting functions is depicted in Figure 3. With
DOI: 10.4236/abb.2018.98023
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Figure 2. Mechanism of moonlighting function of proteins [7].
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Figure 3. Different levels of functionality of Moonlighting functions of proteins [2] [28].
(a) Multifunctionality due to multiple catalytic domains of HSP 60 protein in S. cerevisiae; (b) Gene products at multiple biological processes at 1. Primary level as mitochondrial chaperone 2. moonlighting as stabilization of DNA ori’s; (c) Pleiotropy for example
SWD1 protein found in 1. S. cerevisiae is similar to 2. human retinoblastoma binding
protein.

examples. The molecular level defines the possession of multiple varied catalytic
domains in the same proteins. The cellular level the multifunctionality has been
assessed in terms of gene products responsible for regulating the variety of biological process while at organismal level the moonlighting can be visualized by
multiple phenotypic effects or pleiotropy [2] [28].

4. Types of Moonlighting Proteins
There has been continuous fascination towards the studies of moonlighting proDOI: 10.4236/abb.2018.98023
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teins due to the growing continuum of number of these proteins. The wide arena
of biological molecules serves the moonlighting functions. These diversified molecules include receptors, metabolic enzymes, chaperones, ribosomal proteins
and transmembrane channels [29] [30]. The thorough understanding of these
proteins elucidates their more functional aspects at genomics and proteomics
level [31].

5. Moonlighting Functions of Surface Layer Proteins
The past decade has seen the tremendous increments in the number and functions of moonlighting proteins among the diversified group of bacteria. Though
the research on bacterial moonlighting proteins has been more stressed towards
virulence-associated functions but lots of moonlighting proteins have been determined on cell-surface-associated and/or in extracellular space of commensal
bacteria as well [32]. Apart from the canonical function of surface layer proteins,
adhesive moonlighting functions have been recognized now-a-days. The adhesive moonlighting functions of surface layer proteins include binding with
extracellular matrices, lymphocytes, epithelial cells, secreted mucins, effector
molecules, monocytes and other living cells. The research studies reported that
the binding of L. plantarum efficiently adheres to colon by binding with mucin
due to moonlighting functions of GAPDH [33]. While this enzyme also shown
to bind antigenic molecules of A and B blood group present in the intestinal
mucin as well as fibronectin [34]. In addition to that, the cell surface of L. john-

sonii La1 (NCC533) contain elongation factor (EF-Tu) that binds with mucin
and human intestinal epithelial cells [35]. This binding was highly efficient at pH
5 than at pH 7.2 [36]. Moreover, the research studies also confirmed the presence of GroEL on the cell surface of L. johnsonii La1 and binds with extracellular
matrix proteins [37]. In fact, the aggregation of prominent gastric pathogen He-

licobacter pylori was induced by interleukin-8 that has been stimulated by recombinant GroEL [38]. Furthermore, the adhesiveness of Neisseria gonorrhoeae
to epithelial cells has been inhibited by the presence of cell surface enolase of a
vaginal commensal bacterium, L. jensenii [39]. Moreover, enolase and GAPDH
present in the extracellular proteome of L. crispatus ST1 and other commensal
species has been shown to enhance tPA-mediated plasminogen activation [40].
In continuation of this the binding of Bifidobacterium animalissubsplactis [41]
with host has also been associated with plasminogen binding [42]. This bacterial
cell recruit’s plasminogen to the cell surface, that is further converted to plasmin
by the activators present in the host [43]. This plasmin has also been responsible
for degrading various extracellular matrix components, fibronectin and fibrinogen that mediates the colonization of the host [44]. Research studies identified
this putative plasminogen binding proteins that includes phosphoglycerate mutase, enolase, bile salt hydrolase, GS, DnaK, in B. animalis subsp. lactis. [45].
Apart from that enolase was also identified as surface-localized plasminogen
binding protein in other Bifido species like Bifidobacterium bifidum, BifidobacDOI: 10.4236/abb.2018.98023
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terium breve, Bifidobacterium longum [46]. Apart from that the binding of laminin and collagen I was also mediated by the enolase present in the cell surface
of Lactobacillus crispatus but showed no association fibronectin and collagen IV
[47]. In addition to that other moonlighting proteins were also identified like
glucose-6-phosphate isomerase (GPI), phosphoglycerate kinase, triose phosphate isomerase that mediated adhesion of several Lactobacillus species with
their host cells [48]. Furthermore, the immunomodulatory activity of heat shock
protein GroEL has been visualized to stimulate IL-8 release by HT-29 cells in the
presence of soluble CD 14 from different Gram-positive bacteria including L.

johnsonii, Lactococcuslactis and Bacillus subtilis [39].

6. Need of Biomimetics
The faster pace of industrialization paved the way for increasing pollution as
well as environment degradation at an alarming rate. However, the limited natural resources always lead to the dilemmatic situation for the survival and improvement in the quality of the life of mankind. The ultimate solution of this
situation always lies in nature and now-a-days the scientific community find the
interesting way for solving this problem through nature inspired field designated
as Biomimetics [49] [50]. The need of biomimetics is depicted in Figure 4. The
terminology came from Greek words “bios” (life) and “mimesis” (to imitate or
copy) leads to “biomimetics” the creative technology that mimics the functionality of nature [51]. The technology has not originated recently, the concept and
utilization of bio-inspired material has been utilized since prolonged time by
using different nomenclature in different countries like “smart material” in the
USA and “intellectual structure” in Japan [52]. The time-line diagram (Figure 5)
shows the various developments in the field of biomimetics [53] [54]. Though all
biological entities are entitled to the bioengineering for the creation of biomimetics by molecular level manipulation but surface layer proteins have attracted
a widespread attention by possessing magnificent credentials in terms of selectivity, imparting elasticity, provokes cross-linking, promoting biomineralization,
possessing highly specific binding, facilitating material degradation and more
emphatically molecular self-assembly [51] [55]. The amalgamation of interdisciplinary fields like nanobiotechnology, molecular nanotechnology and supramolecular engineering of biological systems leads to paradigmatic shift in the
field of biomimetics [56] [57].

7. Concept of Biomimetics Based on Surface Layer Proteins
The outermost envelope possessing oriented self-assembly of proteins are not
restricted only to prokaryotic bacterial species but also found in archaea and virus [22]. The comprehensive literature has been documented on the biochemical
aspects, self-assembling properties and genetic framework of surface layer proteins but their technical utilization is under the stage of infancy till date [18].
Currently, S-layer proteins from Gram-positive bacteria has been explicitly
DOI: 10.4236/abb.2018.98023
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Figure 4. Need of biomimetic approach.

Figure 5. Time-Line diagram showing development of Biomimetic.

utilized for the supramolecular organization for the development of biomimetic
platforms. The utilization of S-layer protein of Lysinibacillus sphaericus CCM
2177 (SbpA) for the construction of biomimetic platform has been explored due
to its remarkable antifouling characteristic in the presence of plasma, blood and
high concentration of other protein solutions. Similarly, biomimetic membranes
were also constructed from S-layer protein SbsB from Geobacillus stearother-

mophilus PV72/p2 [21]. Currently, the versatility in terms of biomimetics has
been envisaged in the generation of biomimetic membranes, liposomes, emulsomes and composite biomimetic membranes that have tremendous multiple
application in health, medicine, environment etc. [58]. The details of the surface
layer proteins based biomimetic are described below.
DOI: 10.4236/abb.2018.98023
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7.1. Surface Layer Proteins Based Biomimmetic Membranes
The past decade has seen tremendous progress in the development of biological
membranes as twenty percent of the genome of an organism constituting the
genes for membrane proteins like ion channels, transmembrane receptors, surface receptors, porins and membrane bound enzymes [59]. These molecules play
vital role in the metabolic activities and serves as preferred targets for therapeutic interventions [60]. Therefore, the generation of membranes mimicking the
biological functionality in-terms of functional membrane proteins accelerates
the development of novel drugs, biosensing platforms and protein-ligand
screening [61]. The most promising approach applied till date the generation of
S-layer stabilized lipid membranes. In this biomimetic construction, synthetic lipids (either phospholipids or tetraether) replace the cytoplasmic membrane and
S-layer proteins are attached either on one or both sides of the lipid membrane
representing excellent bio-functional surfaces and stabilizing functionalized lipid
membranes [62]. Furthermore, the longevity of these stabilized membranes has
been strengthening by recrystallization of these proteins on the top of the previously generated SsLM [63]. These membranes mimic the supramolecular assembling principle of archaeal envelopes as archaea are composed of cytoplasmic
membrane and a closely associated S-layer as exclusive wall component [64].
These composite structures have advantage of mimicking their natural counterpart in-terms of sustainability over extreme environmental parameters, stabilization over mechanical and osmotic stress [65]. The various biochemical mechanism has been seen for the interaction of phospholipids with various domains or
amino acid residues of the surface layer proteins. These includes either modification of the S-layer protein residues chemically or utilizing cross linker molecules for the indirect coupling of the S-layer protein or construction of fusion
surface layer proteins by genetic engineering for the subsequent binding with lipid moieties [66]. On the basis of these non-covalent interaction of S-layer proteins with lipid head groups broadly two types of biomimetic membranes have
been developed i.e. planar and spherical lipid mono- and bilayers [67].
7.1.1. Planar Biomimetic Membranes
These membranes serve as magnificent biomimetic model to comprehend the
surface characteristics of archaeal cell surface as well as found significant applications in material science and provide amphiphilic matrix for the constitution
of membrane proteins [68]. The considerable variety has been visualized for the
construction of these membranes and these are classified as freestanding bilayer
lipid membrane (BLM) and folded bilayer lipid membrane [69]. In the first step,
monolayers have been formed by dissolving phospholipids in variety of
non-polar volatile solvents such as hexane, chloroform, pentane followed by
evaporation of these solvents for the formation at the air-solution interface [70].
Free standing bilayer biomimetic set up was made through an aperture followed
by linking of two fluid filled compartments in which either individual or mixture
of phospholipid solutions are immersed in non-polar solvents [71]. The aperture
DOI: 10.4236/abb.2018.98023
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on which the bilayer has been formed it has to “primed” with phospholipid
mixture followed by drying in air [72]. On the other hand, “folded” bilayers
biomimetic interface has been formed at air-water interface through the opposition of two phospholipid monolayers [73]. This type of biomimetic surface requires less solvent as compared with freestanding lipid bilayers. By generating
such type of membrane interface, dip-tip technology has been applied for their
practical implementation, the polar head groups of the phospholipids orientate
faces with the aqueous solution while hydrocarbon chains of the molecules face
in that air followed by subsequent recrystallization of an S-layer protein. The
coating with surface layer proteins alter the capacitance and resistance of lipid
bilayer as well as conferring the capacity of tolerating the high pressure that
leads to higher osmo-protective properties of these membranes. Though the remarkable mechanical strength has been imparted by the above described lipid
bilayers membranes after the coating of surface layer proteins, but their stability
has not been seen that can be extended for more practical applications. Therefore, various solid organic and inorganic supports have been tried to enhance
their mechanical stability. The principle of Langmuir-Blodgett/Langmuir-Schaefer
technique has been implied for the recrystallization of S-layer proteins on glass
and modified silicon surfaces before generating a tetraether either lipid monolayer or bilayer. The different geometrical pattern of solid supported biomimetic
membranes is depicted in Figure 6.
7.1.2. Spherical Lipid Biomimetic Membranes
The charge and geometry of lipids directly influencing their self-assembly either
into bilayers or vesicles [74]. The spherical bilayers are more promisingly known
as vesicles having the range of 50 nm - 1 µm. the vesicles composed of mono
spherical bilayers are known as uni-lamellar vesicles while vesicles composed of
multi-lipid bilayers are known as multi-lamellar vesicles or liposomes [75].
1) Liposomes
Liposomes have inner aqueous environment and outer hydrophobic moieties
that rendered them as an excellent carrier for drug delivery [76]. It has been seen
that covering of outermost envelope structure of multi-lamellar vesicles with
surface layer proteins enabled the well-defined orientation, spatial distribution
of target molecules resembling the “artificial cell envelopes” or “artificial virus-like particles” [77]. Currently, the research studies giving convincing evidence for the promotion of protein-liposome interactions [78]. S-layer proteins
from various probiotic Lactobacillus species has been utilized for stabilization of
positively charged liposomes by decreasing liposome fusion by promoting the
stearic hindrance for surface interaction through inclusion of bulky chains and
moieties protruding from the lipid bilayer membrane [79]. Furthermore, in the
presence of surface layer proteins there is the charge neutralization occurs at
membrane interface followed by the enhancement of bilayer packing and permeability [80]. For example, the S-layer proteins of Lactobacillus brevis and

Lactobacillus kefir has been utilized for development of liposomes as vaccines
DOI: 10.4236/abb.2018.98023
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Figure 6. Representation of various Biomimetic membranes based on surface layer proteins [9] [21] [69]. (a) S-Layer supported lipid bilayers; (b) Lipid monolayer films at the
air/water interphase with an underneath recrystallized S-Layer lattice; (c) Tetraether lipid
monolayer in the upright conformation; (d) Tetraether lipid monolayer in the U-shaped
(bent) conformation. 3.) Phospholipid monolayer; (e) A tetraether lipid monolayer
membrane is generated across an orifice of a patch-clamp pipette by the tip-dip method.
Subsequently a closely attached S-layer is formed by bacterial S-layer proteins on one side
of the lipid membrane. In (f) a folded or painted bilayer phospholipid membrane spanning a Teflon aperture is shown. A closed bacterial S-layer lattice can be self -assembled
on either one or both (not shown) sides of the lipid membrane.

for oral delivery [81]. In fact, the surface layer proteins from GRAS organism
preferably from Lactobacillus species have remarkable credentials for coating
with liposomes for vaccine development and drug delivery owing to their adhesive and immunomodulatory properties [82]. In addition to that, S-layer-coated
liposomes provide a good platform for attachment of macromolecules like ferritin through covalent interactions [83]. The binding efficiency can also be enhanced by the biotinylation of S-layer-coated liposomes for binding with avidin
[84]. This concept was utilized for the biotinylated antihuman immunoglobulin
G (IgG) was attached through streptavidin to the biotinylated S-layer-coated liposomes [85]. Moreover, the advent of S-layer recombinant proteins has been
conjugated with streptavidin with more precision and topographical orientation
as well as constituting the sequence of the enhanced green fluorescent protein
(EGFP) on liposomes [86].
2) Emulsomes
The past decade has seen tremendous advancements in the field of drug delivery vehicles. Though liposomes serve as potential vehicles for this purpose [87],
but the lipophilic drugs cannot be effectively taken by the cells therefore a lipoidal vesicular system commonly known as emulsomes are the thrust area of
research now-a-days [88]. The central core is composed of lipids that is surrounded by phospholipid multilayers [89]. The lipoidic core exists in solid or
liquid crystalline phase rather than oily fluid phase [90]. The diagrammatic view
of combined liposome and emulsomes are depicted in Figure 7. Therefore, this
DOI: 10.4236/abb.2018.98023
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Figure 7. S layer coated emulsome and liposome [87] [88] (a) entrapped functional molecules, (b) integral proteins (c) ligands
bounded to the S layer coated liposome or emulsome (d) immobilization via ligand protein (e), (f) genetically modified S layer subunits.

serves as the basis of differentiating feature between emulsomes from emulsions
and enabling the encapsulation of lipophilic compounds in higher amounts [91].
Therefore, it has several advantages for the betterment of drugs absorption including the enhancement of membrane permeability, bioavailability, inhibition
of efflux transport, modulated enterocyte-based drug transport and targeted
lymphatic system transport [92]. The utilization of recombinant surface layer
proteins in the emulsomes also includes the diverse functional domains that may
have potential applications in nanobiotechnology [64]. The literature possessing
their translational applicability has been supported by various research studies.
Recently, non-cytotoxic effect of S-layer-coated emulsomes has been reported in

invitro cell culture studies in human liver carcinoma cells (HepG2) [77]. Furthermore, the enhancement of bioavailability of curcumin has been reported by
the development of curcuemulsomes into HepG2 cells [93]. Moreover, renal
toxicity has been reduced by the delivery of emulsome coated amphotericin B
that has been used for the treatment of invasive fungal infections [94]. In addition to that trilaurin and tristearin based emulsomal formulations has been used
for the targeted delivery of azidothymidine (AZT) and ensure the internalization
of the encapsulated drug for the treatment of intracellular liver infections [95].
Moreover, the lymphatic delivery of methotrexate (MTX) in emulsome formulations has enhanced its bioavailability in treatment of cancer [96]. Now-days
emulsomes coated with fusion proteins can also be used for the imaging purposes by enhanced Green fluorescent protein (EFGP).
7.1.3. Composite Biomimetic Membranes
The development of biomimetic membrane serves as an excellent model for
studying the membrane structural and functional relationship. The main hurdle
lies on the incorporation of membrane bound peptides as well as maintaining
DOI: 10.4236/abb.2018.98023
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their functionality. Till date the research studies reported the specific and very
few examples of these composite biomimetic surface that maintain the integrity
by preserving their intricate functionality. The examples include the pore forming gramicidin as well as α-haemolysin (aHL) as anti-microbial peptide [97], valinomycin as an ion carrier [98], peptidylglycylleucine-carboxyamide as AMP
analogue [99], alamethicin as a channel-forming peptide [100], ion conducting
channel of M2 segment in nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) [101], voltage dependent anion channel (VDAC) and ryanodine receptor/Ca2þ release
channel (RyR1) [102]. The construction of biomimetic membranous network
comprising these membrane active peptides has been performed in planar and
spherical lipid bilayers has successfully been performed.

8. Current Bottlenecks and Future Prospects
The paradigmatic shift in the studies of surface layer proteins from basic functionality to moonlighting and further for the development of biomimetic platforms through supramolecular engineering represented an excellent example of
translational application of biology-chemistry interface. Though the development of biomimetic entities incorporating surface layer proteins depicted a stable, sustainable approach, but still faces lots of technological challenges. The
major challenge is associated with the compatibility, viability, stability and solubility of biological network with non-living system. The dynamic interactions
among biological components as well as their scale up for their commercial utilization also poses great technological challenge. The glycosylation of majority of
surface layer proteins has not been studied yet which may also restrict their applicability.
Though the above described challenges pose serious limitations for commercial utilization but it cannot stop for futuristic research and applicability. The
prospective areas of future developments can be envisaged in high-throughput
screening of various drug molecules, liposomes and emulsomes for vaccines and
drug delivery, DNA sequencing, biosensors for the development of electronic
noses and tongues, lab-on-chip devices.

9. Conclusion
In recent years, the continuing interest in moonlighting proteins has been highlighted due to the growing biological curiosity and complexity in all living systems. These specialized proteins are involved in various physiological and biochemical methods and expressed throughout the evolutionary tree. Simultaneously the growing population at global level and very limited choice of biological polymers to self-assemble, surface layer proteins depicted a promising platform for designing of supramolecular complexes for the development of biomimetic platforms. The development of different biomimetic lipid bilayer membranes adds dynamism for the thorough understanding of structural and functional relationship of archaeal and eukaryotic bacterial membrane counterparts
DOI: 10.4236/abb.2018.98023
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as well as embraces with varied application in drug delivery, biosensing, biomineralization and nanobiotechnology. In spite of these remarkable developments,
biomimetic applications of surface layer proteins represent only a fraction of
potential applications inspired with natural resources and still need more exhaustive exploration for their wider utilization.
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